Expectation values of energies ( potential, kinetic, Hartree-Fock, repulsion and attraction )forAr +16 ion in some excited state (1sns ) where n=2,3,4,5 had been studied using " two-electron density function (r 1 ,r 2 )" to analyze
INTRODUCTION
The hartree-Fock method is one of an approximated method for calculation ground state and excited states wave functions of multi-electron systems and it is a convenient method for studying of the electronic structure of atoms and molecules in this work, radial part of basis function is" slater type orbital (STO) " which defined as [1] χ ξ, r = 2ξ 2n ! r exp −ξr Y θ, ϕ
Where, ξ > 0 is the "orbital exponent".( n ) a" positive principal quantum number of (STO)",Y θ, ϕ is a" spherical harmonic".
THEORY
By using "two-particle density matrix"Γ , ! ,we can calculate physical properties of electronic structure of multi electron systems instead of using wave function " , # , … . & ) because "two-particle density matrix"Γ , ! include all the important information properties to compute many properties and energy of multi electron systems. "two-particle density matrix"Γ , ! defined as [2]
Where x = r , s space and spin variable which s = α spin up and β spin down). Γ x , x # gives the probability that one electron will be found at x 1 and another electron will be found at x 2 of N electrons. 
Expectation Values of Energy
The expectation value of energy 〈3〉 is given by [3] 
Where 〈5〉 is the kinetic energy and 〈7〉is the potential energy which given by [4] 〈7〉 = 〈7 8! 〉 + 〈7 88 〉
Where 〈7 8! 〉 is the attraction energy between an electron and nucleuswhich defined by [5] .
Which〈: 〉 represents "one electron expectation value" and it is determined by [6] 〈: 〉 = ( ; : :
m is integer number,: is the distance between an electron and nucleus, ; : represents "one-electron radial density function" given by [7] ; : = ( ; : , :
Where ; : , : # represents "two electron radial density function" defined by
=Ω ? = sin @ ? =@ ? =∅ ?
Ω is the solid angle, 〈7 88 〉 is repulsion energy between electron-electron 〈: # 〉 represents"inter particle expectation value" given by the relation
f r # is a "radial electron-electron distribution function" and r 12 is the distance between two-electrons "Nuclear Magnetic Shielding Constant"C D "Nuclear magnetic shielding constant"is determined by the relation [8] .
(ά) is the fine structure constant ά= K
The Diamagnetic Susceptibility L D
The Diamagnetic Susceptibility is given by the relation [9] 
Where (c) is the speed of light in atomic units Hartree-Fock energy<E>. Also, it was computed some atomic properties for this system such as" nuclear magnetic shielding constant" σ E and "the diamagnetic susceptibility x E ". (potential, kinetic, Hartree-Fock, repulsion, and attraction)energies. Also in this study we examined and calculated "nuclear magnetic shielding constantσ E " and "the diamagnetic susceptibilityx E " for this system using MathCAD 2001i program and all result was in the atomic unit.
